
The Stranger as Story-teller: Gypsies and Others^

TONY VOSS

"To love the stranger is one's only way,
to be alone is thus our destiny."

(Arthur Nortje, "Recovery")

It could be said that the stranger has a story to tell, or, with equal justice, that the stranger has to
tell a story. Gypsies, who feature strongly in the drama of Shakespeare's age, suggest themselves
as a type of the story-teUing stranger.^ This paper offers first a brief account of the arriyal of
gypsies, in England particularly, in an attempt to relate them to the native itinerant poor. Against
this background Jonson's masque The Gypsies Metamorphos'd (1621) and the Dekker/Ford/
Middleton/Rowley collaboration The Spanish Gypsy (1623), make a strange impression. Written,
at least in part, to serve differing, but related, political ends, they offer imaginative, even parodie,
rather than anthropological accounts of the gypsy. Shakespeare attempts no such extended if
partial presentations of gypsies. His few direct references connect rather with a network of
images in the plays which suggests sympathy with wanderers, exiles and other marginals. As
Linda Woodbridge has shown King Lear at least is an expression of sympathy for the vagrant
and homeless.^ I want to suggest frirther that the story-telling itinerant for Shakespeare is not.
only an image of social disruption, but offers the playwright instances of a particular type of
psychological alienation.''

Gypsies, of Hindu origin, seem to have entered Europe in the fifteenth century and Britain
in the course of the sixteenth. The name derived from "Egypt", whence the people were thought
to originate, that country having been on the southem route (taken by one branch) from north-
west India. (The name "Bohemian" derives from those who took the northern route into Europe.)
Angus Fraser cites 1505 as the date of the earliest mention of gypsies in Scotland, the record of a
payment by James IV "to the Egiptians".^ In England gypsies are probably first mentioned in A
Dialogue of Sir Thomas More, Knight in 1514, in which an "Egypcyan" woman is described as
able to "tell marvellous things simply by looking into a person's hand" (Fraser 114). The gipsy
became a teller of fortunes, of a story of the future. There is some evidence that the arrival of
Gypsies in England was thought of as an invasion, and certainly by the 1530s the long sequence
of legislation designed to oppress or expel Gypsies had begun.

Norman Davies writes that "An English statute of 1596 carefully distinguished between
gypsies and common vagabonds. A band of gypsies had been apprehended in Yorkshire and
some of them executed for necromancy." (387) Such enactment may have been a reaction to the
way in which gypsies coming into England, despite their initial reception in courts and country
houses, entered the social matrix at the lowest levels, where they "were preceded by native
castes of nomadic tinkers, pedlars, mountebanks, etc." and often confused with them. (Fraser,
113) As new immigrants they perhaps naturally joined the poor and the vagrant, those living on
the margins and in the interstices of the economy.

The gypsies came into England in the early stages of the long and violent socio- economic
upheaval which, over the century and a half from 1500 to 1650, transformed England from
vestigial feudalism to an imperial state reaching for absolutism, on the brink of modem
constitutional monarchy. This is the period of the onset of capitalism, of a change, in Marshall
McLuhan's words, from "a world of roles" to "a world of jobs" (14). The manifestations were
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various: the fading of the pre-Christian vemacular culture; the shift from a largely oral to a
literate culture; the fransfer of social charity from the church to private beneficence and the state;
the accumulation of money as against land capital; the growth of towns; the passing of the open-
field system and the acceleration of enclosure, engrossment and emparkment; the taking to the
roads and forests of thousands of unemployed and dispossessed people. The gypsies almost
reach the westem limit of their European frajectory at a moment early in the formation of the
English state: from global wanderers they become intemal migrants: yet they are anomalous
since they can claim no nation-state of their own, and "intemational migration would be
meaningless in a world not organised into nation-states" (Castles and Miller 51). Falstaff, whom
Fiedler (15) refers to as "odd man out" rather than stranger, and who identifies with the
Moon-men (2 Henry IV 1.2.26), is displaced rather because the fat knight is an ironic
Arthurian (2 Henry 71^2.4.33-34, 3.2.276-7) and European (7 Henry IV 3.3.46, 2 Henry IV
2.2.126-7, 4.3.21-22) survivor in Hal's embryonically nationalist England.* The Tudor and
Stuart state's concem with gypsies was part of a more inclusive fear of social revolution and
economic dismption, and an attempt to suppress vagrants and "masterless men". From More's
Utopia early in the sixteenth century, through ballads, sermons and tracts, to Stubbes' Anatomy
of Abuses late in the century, there is abundant textual witness to the violent dismption suffered
by many during this time. For "the great mass of the poor and vulnerable" (Beier 4) there was
nothing to fall back on, and many took to the roads. Into this shifting mass the gypsies blended.

Georg Simmel distinguished two senses of the sfranger. While from the perspective of, say,
an individual village, the gypsy might be "the wanderer who comes today and goes tomorrow",
in the context of the society as a whole the gypsy is "the person who comes today and stays
tomorrow". (402) It is in this latter sense that I identify the gypsy and the other homeless
vagrants of the age as story-telling strangers: "The stranger, like the poor, and like sundry 'inner
enemies,' is an element of the group itself."

"Egyptian" became an exploitable identity, like discharged soldier, or dissolved friar, and
offered a beggar a story.* Harrison only mentions gypsies once, in referring to beggars who
counterfeit "the Egyptian roges" and have devised their own language, the "Canting" or
"Pedlar's French ... without all order or reason". (218) Dekker paints a horrifying picture of
gypsies:

No better than hedge-creepers ... more scatterd than Jews and more hated ... Tawny Moors'
bastards, for no Red-ochre man carries a face of a more filthy complexion. Yet they are not
bom so ... they call themselves Egyptians. Others in mockery call them moon-men. '

Harrison, whose Description first appeared in 1587, reports that the jargon had "compact thirtie
yeares since" and the "trade" of begging had begun "full threescore yeares since", (ibid.)
Harrison's text is perhaps part of the polemical over-reaction to vagrancy, diagnosed by Linda
Woodbridge in not only the rogue literature but in the sociology, anthropology and economics of
the age. At the same time homelessness was glamourised, as in Jonson's masque and The
Spanish Gypsy, but elsewhere "beggars offered a mute criticism of the life of power ... "'"

Writing "Of provision made for the poore" in his Description of England, Harrison
distinguishes three sorts of poor: those poor by impotency and those poor by casualty were to be
provided for. The third group was to be brought to work and order by various means:

... the thriftlesse poore, as the riotour that hath consumed all, the vagabund that will abide
no where, but runneth up and downe from place to place (as it were seeking worke and
finding none), and finallie the roge and strumpet ...

(213)

The gypsies were included in this "vagabond" category: those who "rome and range about ...
idle beggars ... starke theeves ... creatures abhorring all labour and everie honest exercise ...
theeves and caterpillars in the commonwealth". (214-16) In "Of sundrie punishments appointed
for malefactors" Harrison outlines the state's judicial and punitive response: buming "through
the eares", loss of hands, "ducking and doing of open penance" (225), stocking, whipping.
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buming "in the left hand, upon the brawne of the thombe, with a hot iron". (228) Henry VIII had
hanged 72,000 "great theeves, pettie theeves and roges ... in his time" and "seemed for a while
greatlie to have terrified the rest" (231), but, despite long years of peace, beggary and roguery
had increased and "such as dwell in uplandish townes and little villages shall live but in small
safetie and rest". Harrison may argue that during this time England had suffered "no wanes", but
the struggle of emerging statehood and nascent capitalism was in full swing. Perhaps the
gypsies' part in this drama coloured Shakespeare's image of his society as reflected in his plays.

It is difficult to judge the extent to which the gypsies (properly so called , but also known in
English at least until the eighteenth century as "Aegyptians") took on the mystery and power of
the culture and civilization which gave them this English name, despite their reputation as
rogues. The matter is controversial but the Renaissance revival of learning clearly involved
"respect for Egypt and the East" (Bemal I 152). Shakespeare's references cover the negative
images of Egypt (enemy of both Israel and Rome) and the positive, as in Cerimon's account of
"an Egyptian That had nine hours lien dead. Was by good appliance recovered." {Pericles
3.3.89-91) Both Lyly (II 98) and Whetstone {Promos and Cassandra i, ii, v: OED "fast and
loose", a) associate "fast and loose" with "Aegyptian" and "Giptian". Spenser seems to
distinguish "Gipsen" from "Aegyptian". In Mother Hubbard's Tale the Fox and the Ape, "before
the world was civill" (45) resolve "to seeke Their fortunes farre abroad" (47-48) The Fox tells
his intention flrst:

Certes (said he) I meane me to disguise
In some straunge habit, after uncouth wize
Or like a Pilgrime, or a Lymiter,
Or like a Gipsen or a Iuggeler,
And so to wander to the worlds ende.
To seeke my fortune, where I may it mend...

(83-88)

The collocation of "Gipsen" and "Iuggeler" is common. Whereas The Faerie Queene refers to
"Aegyptian wizards old" who "in Star-read were wont have best insight ..." (V "Proem".8.1-2)
The OED's earliest instance of "Egyptian" as "Gypsy" is from 1514, and its latest from
Fielding's Tom Jones (1749).

The gypsies arrived in Britain with a weight of myth and legend about them, in fact with a
story to tell, and with stories told about them. Quite soon they were identifled as entertainers:
musicians, dancers, acrobats, "guisers" and "raconteurs" (Fraser 113). They also enforced
charity in their role as pilgrims. A gypsy leader in Scotland identified himself as "Earl of Little
Egypt", (ibid.) Among the legends of their origin it was said that stealing the fourth nail of the
cmciflxion had condemned them to wander for seven years or seven centuries, that they had
been punished for reñising to shelter the Virgin Mary, or that they had been given seven years of
papal penance for apostasy. Another legend situated the gypsies even further outside the network
of Christian Europe: since they were descendants of the union of Adam with a pre-Eve and pre-
lapsarian woman, they were without original sin and thus not obliged to work. Sixteenth-century
gypsies said they wandered because "the road was closed to them, which prevented them from
retuming to their country even though the term of their penance was over". (Liégiois 18-20) In
the terms of Georg Simmel the gypsy had arrived as "the wanderer who comes to-day and goes
to-morrow" but he or she had remained to become "the person who comes to-day and stays to-
morrow. . .the potential wanderer: although he [or she] has not moved on, he [or she] has not
quite overcome the freedom of coming and going.'' (402)

II

The energy and motive of Ben Jonson's Masque of the Metamorphos'd Gypsies (1621) derive
largely from the fact that it is a pensioner's obeisance to the king, which its portrayal of the
"Egyptians", all played by members of James's court, is designed to serve. The idealised
anthropological re-creation of the gypsies begins with the Jackman (for Jarkman, educated
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gypsy, counterfeiter of begging licenses) leading on "a horse laden with five little children", an
iconic gypsy tableau. The Jackman proceeds to tell a history which fuses gypsy descent from
Cleopatra and Ptolemy to the origin of English gypsies in the issue of the union of "Justice Jug's
daughter ... with a kinsman of our captain's". The masque continues as if it were a muster of
gypsies and in the first part of the action, having given assurances of their honesty, the gypsies
tell the fortiines, reading the pahns, of the royal and aristocratic members of the audience.

In the second movement, the aristocratic gypsies tell the fortunes of the clowns, played by
the professional actors. As each clown's fortune is told he or she has a pocket picked or is
robbed in some way. But in the conclusion all is restored by the Patrico (hedge-priest) as he
sings a song, and the clowns, admiring the gypsies' skill, are moved to join them. The climax of
the gypsies' show comes when the Patrico presents the.King and the Prince to the clowns and
transforms all the gypsies into lords.

Jonson ransacked the canting dictionaries and gave his gypsies' dialogue a factitious
authenticity. They are further defined somatically, as "tawny ... yellow ... olive-colored ... brown
and dark", but "what dyed our faces was an ointment Made and laid on" by the King's
apothecary. So Jonson's gypsies are like Dekker's Moon-men: "they are not bom so; neither has
the Sun bumt them so, but they are painted so", or like Harrison's beggars counterfeiting "the
JEgyptian roges". Jonson's clowns identify the gypsies as"a covey [of] goodly game" and one
claims that "the king has his noise of gypsies as well of bear wards and other minsfrels". Jonson
does refer to the "blood" and the "nation" of the gypsies, but their group identity is more Uke an
"order" of which the Patiico is a "prelate", "a mystery" into which the Captain may admit one of
the clowns as a "prentice"."

The Spanish Gypsy, "a play of rape transcended and revenge averted" (Gossett 1723), while
not a close political allegory, is a comment on King James' campaign to marry his son Charles to
the Spanish Infanta, and first staged during a time when anti-Catholic feeling was rising in
England. As in Jonson's masque the premise is that all the gypsies "are aristocrats in
disguise" (Gossett 1725).'̂  The gypsy identity offers refuge and rehabilitation to noblemen
fleeing their own pasts of rape and honour killing.

The play's insistence that its gypsies are Spanish (and therefore honest) entertainers, rather
than English ("tanned ... red-ochre rascals umbered with soot and bacon") reflects ironically on
Jonson's.masque: " ... properly habited as gypsies", these "Spanish Egyptians"

... frisk, caper, dance and sing.
Tell fortunes too (which is a very fine thing)...
For there's not a gypsy among them that begs
But gets his living by his tongue and legs.

(3.2.58-59 and 68-69)

For the noblemen and women to "Tum gypsy" or be "gypsified" is to join "A trade free as a
mason's. A trade brave as a courtier's ... A capering trade." (2.1.3-4 and 267) Primarily
becoming a "brother of our order" requires a voluntary action of commitment and vows:

What we get, with us come share;
You to get must vow to care -
Nor strike Gypsy, nor stand by
When strangers strike, but fight or die.

(4.1.46-49)

III

Shakespeare attempts no such detailed circumstantial re-creation of the gypsy identity. The
plays' few direct references suggest conventional acquaintance with gypsies, but Shakespeare's
context for their understanding lies elsewhere.

When Romeo retums from Friar Laurence, who has agreed to bless the union of the young
lovers, Mercutio, under the impression that his friend is still in love with Rosaline, greets him:
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Now is he for the numbers that Petrarch flow'd in; Laura, to his lady, was a kitchen-wench -
marry, she had a better love to berhyme her; Dido, a dowdy; Cleopatra, a gypsy; Helen and
Hero, hildings and harlots; This be, a gray eye or so, but not to the purpose ...

(2.4.38-42)

Mercutio, mocking the conventions of Petrarchan love, rhymes, or alliterates and puns on the
names of heroic lovers of antiquity, so that Cleopatra's name makes one in a series "kitchen-
wench, dowdy, hilding, harlot, gray eye", since she is a gypsy, "a ... cunning, deceitfril, fickle ...
woman ... a 'baggage, 'hussy' ..." {OED 2b). But Cleopatra was also Queen of Egypt, whence
gypsies were beUeved to originate, since the southem route of their westward wandering from
India had taken them across north Africa. Dr. Johnson observed the same pun in Antony and
Cleopatra \.\.10:

His captain's heart.. .is become the bellows and the fan
To cool a gipsy's lust.

(Johnson 134)

This is Philo's, Roman, image of the Queen: Antony takes it up when he feels that he has been
betrayed:

O this false soul of Egypt! This grave charm ...
Like a right gypsy hath at fast and loose
Beguil'd me to the very heart of loss.

(4.12.25-29)'^

Elements of the English stereotype of the gypsy are evident: lowest social class (kitchen-wench)
and lowest moral value (seductive and abandoned sexual license), together with command over
some kind of magic power (charm) and the mechanisms of deception (fast and loose). Yet in this
encounter Antony is taken to a deep understanding of separation ("the very heart of loss").
Cleopatra's brow is described by Philo as "tawny" (1.1.6) and Cleopatra describes herself as
"black" (1.5.28) and Gypsies fall conventionally within this somatic spectrum, ranging them
with Moor, Ethiope, Spaniard, Tartar. "Black" is both a descriptive and a judgmental term."*
There is a moment, late in the play, when "Egyptian" itself seems directly to evoke "gypsy".
(5.2.51-52) and where Cleopatra imagines herself in the underworld of Elizabethan London.
(5.2.207-20)

In The Two Noble Kinsmen Emilia is tom between the loves of Arcite and Palamon. At first
Palamon is only his rival's "foil" (4.2.26), merely "swarth and meagre" (27): but later Palamon
is preferred: "What a bold gravity, and yet inviting Hath this brovra manly face" (35-36), and his
opponent is dismissed, despite the implication that he is of fair complexion: "Lie there, Arcite;
Thou art a changeling to him, a mere gypsy". (43-44)

Shakespeare's one other direct reference to "gypsy" has perhaps a clearer sense of a social
context. The second page launches into the song that he and his fellow sing for Touchstone and
Audrey: "...both in a tune, like two gipsies on a horse". {As You Like It 5.3.12) He may be
punning on the first page's "hoarse" (10) but perhaps his image suggests something of gypsy
rhythm, equestrianism and horse-stealing. Dogberry, in his verbose way, finds more humane
context and resonance for a comparable image: "... well, God's a good man; an two men ride of
a horse, one must ride behind...all men are not alike ..." {Much Ado 3.5.33-36). The last
sentence is teUing: there may be many reasons for two men to ride one horse.

Although in all cases suited to character and context, the reference of Shakespeare's use of
the word "gypsy" is conventional: dark-skinned, cozening, liminal, but commanding on occasion
authentic shamanistic power. The individual figures evoked do not suggest a detailed interest in
the gypsies as a whole. Rather, they fall into place in Shakespeare's gallery of wanderers and
marginals, made strange by geographical, historical, social or psychological displacement, in
whose practice we can often discem adaptation from one era or political dispensation to another,
who will be recognisable throughout the oeuvre, from the carriers and impressed soldiers of 1
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and 2 Henry IV, to the Edgar of King Lear. Of such figures does Richard of York paint his
vicious picture of Richmond's army:

A sort of vagabonds, rascals and runaways
A scum of Britaines, and base lackey peasants.
Whom their o'ercloy'd country vomits forth
To desperate adventures and assur'd destruction.
You sleeping safe, they bring to you unrest;
You having lands, and bless'd with beauteous wives.
They would restrain the one, distain the other.

{Richard III 53316-22)

York suggests that Richmond is exploiting a structural split in society between, on the one hand,
the propertied and familial, and, on the other, the houseless and feral. The division is refiected in
other ways in Shakespeare's plays, and there is always the danger of passing through the
permeable wall that separates the two classes. Valentine falls from one group to the other when
he is banished ("vanished" according to Launce: The Two Gentlemen of Verona 3.1.216) by the
Duke of Milan, who comes to talk of his erstwhile protege as a "peasant" (5.1.35). When
Valentine joins the outlaws he inhabits a green Robin Hood world, a pastoral version of social
exclusion (4.1.36; 5.4.1-18). The Forest of Arden m As You Like It is a similar space, and not
what Orlando anticipates when he is banished by the usurping Duke:

What, wouldst thou have me go and beg my food.
Or with a base and boist'rous sword enforce
A thievish living on the common road?

(2.3.31-33)

In the forest he thinks "that all things had been savage". (2.7.107) But the story he has to tell of
an idealised pre-lapsarian past is recognised by the banished Duke:

True is it that we have seen better days.
And have with holy bell been knoll'd to church.
And sat at good men's feasts, and wip'd our eyes
Of drops that sacred pity hath engend'red ...

(2.7.120-124)

In this process anyone could become, a "rogue": although all classes were vulnerable the lower
orders of society were perhaps most threatened by this fall. Dromio of Ephesus meditates on his
master's beating:

I bear it on my shoulders as a beggar wont her brat; and I think when he hath lam'd me, I
shall beg with it from door to door.

{The Comedy of Errors 4.4.35-37)

Many beggars relied on the exploitability of real or assumed disability, as Edgar observes. {King
Lear 2.3.13-20) Kate contrasts herself v̂ dtii the beggars at her father's door who "Upon entreaty have
a present ahns. If not, elsewhere they meet with charity". {The Taming of the Shrew 4.3.5-6)

Marina, the princess who is sold into a brothel, into a world that recalls the London of
Dekker's Bellman, where she is "but a stranger" {Pericles 5.2.115) tells Pericles a story which
traces her own trajectory of fall:

Though wayward fortune did malign my state.
My derivation was from ancestors
Who stood equivalent with mighty kings;
But time hath rooted out my parentage.
And to the world and awkward casualties
Bound me in servitude.

(5.2.88-93)
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In Griffith's account of the last days of Wolsey, the Cardinal is reduced to a mendicant friar,
begging "a little earth, for charity". {King Henry VIII 4.2.23)

A particular group of rogues seems to fmd more generalised parallels in Shakespeare's
plays: they are essentially story-tellers, constmcting for themselves an exploitable past which
admits them to the charity of the new order. Perhaps here one can sense the gradual triumph
through the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries of the written over the oral, and the "pedigree
craze" of the late Elizabethan and Jacobean periods. (Woolf, 40-41) In the course of his account
"Of provision made for the poor", Harrison lists the twenty-three sorts of the "ungratious rabie"
of the "thriftlesse poore". Their titles are taken from the "Canting": "Abraham-men" were
vagabonds claiming to have been cast upon the roads by the dissolution of the monasteries;
"Cranks" feigned sickness: "Dummerers" pretended to be dumb: "Glimmerers ... Demanders for
glimmar or fire" were mostly women who gained entry to houses on the pretext of needing a
light for fire, or of having lost all by fire, and proceeded to steal whatever they could: "Rufflers"
presented themselves as maimed soldiers, a "Freshwater mariner or whipjack" as a distressed
sailor. "Fraters" would beg on the authority of false licenses (forged by "Jarkemen or particoes")
purporting to come from some hospital or religious order. Dekker's Bell-man of London
discovers further the "Falconer" who preys on tmsting country gentlemen, offering to dedicate to
them any patched-up book for "four or six angels". Among these, no doubt, were Harrison's
.counterfeiters of "the Egyptian roges" and possibly Gypsies themselves, with their legends of the
fourth nail of the cmcifixion, papal penance and the doom of etemal wandering. Like the
gypsies, the cozeners depended on and were defined by the stories they had to tell about
themselves.

The characters of Shakespeare who recall these tale-spirmers are not necessarily rogues, but
those persons in yvhom he dramatises the stmggle to pass with integrity from one era to another.
Hamlet takes strategic refuge in "an antic disposition" (Hamlet 1.5.180), making himself
"strange" (1.5.178), but, having reserved so much of his own story for soliloquy (and Horatio),
the prince must leave the telling of his story to his friend. (5.2.353-56) On the way to what
Hamlet acknowledges to Laertes is madness (5.2.231), the Prince gathers many of the epithets
associated with the vagrant poor. His mother caUs him "poor wretch". (2.2.168) He thinks of
himself as "rogue and peasant slave ... rascal... Hke a whore ... 1 ike a very drab ..." (2.2.550-
88). The Prince plays the pickpocket in fingering the packet of Rosencrantz and Guildenstem
(5.2.15) and in forging their "changeling" (5.2.53) death warrant he acts the "Jarkeman". Edgar
assumes the mask of beggary, and sustains a complex autobiography that fuses the courtier and
the Bedlamite {King Lear 3.4.84-99, 126-136), until he can tell the "brief tale" of his survival.
(5.3.180) There is a wider archetypal resonance in these romance-derived transformations. Even
if only for a moment, many will play the part of the storyteller "the figure in which the righteous
man encounters himself (Benjamin 109).

There is an echo of the motif in Othello, the "extravagant and wheeling stranger" (1.1.136-
37) who wins a lady with his "round, unvamish'd tale", while her father accuses him of thievery,
enchantment, and magic, charging that the Moor has

Practis'd on her with foul charms,
Abus'd her delicate youth with drugs or minerals
That weakens motion.

(1.3.73-75)

The sfrange story of Othello's life which wins Desdemona (1.3.129-70) is only possible because
he has escaped death: he tells his story of unequivocal loyalty to the Venetian state (5.2.338-56)
even as he holds off taking his own life.'^ Othello sets great store by the handkerchief given to
his mother by an "Egyptian", who "was a charmer, and could almost read / The thoughts of
people" (3.4.57-58), possibly a gypsy, although as a Moor Othello may not have confused the
two.'"'

The Moor is a clear example of Simmel's stranger; fixed in the space of Venice, yet
distinctive in that he cannot have belonged to Venice "from the beginning" (402), Othello is
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"near and far at the same time". (407) His martial qualities cannot stem from Venice itself, yet
are crucial to the success of its mercantile enterprise, which it does generate from within itself
This is also Shylock's Venice, where the Jew is as much a stranger: his usury is as crucial to
Venice's purpose as is Othello's generalship, since the mercantile imperium depends on a
process that combines trade in luxuries with war. Shylock may be distinct from Othello in that he
is given little chance to tell his story.

Brabantio's accusation against Othello recalls how Aegeus speaks of Lysander. {A
Midsummer Night's Dream: LI.26-38) Polixenes' denunciation of Perdita in The Winter's Tale
replays the theme. Pericles describes himself as "A stranger and distressed gentleman" to
Simonides, who in his pretended anger charges "Thou hast bewitch'd my daughter, and thou art
A villain". {Pericles 2.5.46 and 49-50)

The strangeness or estrangement which distinguishes many of Shakespeare's heroes is only
partly a matter of being out of place (or time), and throughout his career the Mediterranean was
often such a site of strangeness, from the Ephesus of The Comedy of Errors to the island of The
Tempest, where Prospero, whose leaming had made him a "stranger" (1.2.76) to his state,
eventually triumphs by magic and spells, after his long and "strange" narrative of self-
justiflcation (1.2): the transformation "must crave ... a most strange story". (5.1.116-17), but the
story of Prospero's life "which must Take the ear strangely" (314-15) will only, be told to the
subjects of his spells once the action of the play is over.'* The strangeness is thus not simply a
function of the foreignness of the environment: it is as often centred in the comic or tragic
transformation of the protagonists.'^ While the magic of The Comedy of Errors has as much to
do with its two sets of identical twins as with the charms of Ephesus, Shakespeare manages to
locate the strangeness in a context of both social and psychological conviction. Antipholus of
Syracuse, for his own security in a hostile city, says: "I will go lose myself And wander up and
down to view the city". (1.2.30-31) He is immediately brought to the realisation that he loses
himself, not in the strangely-rumoured streets of Ephesus ("cozenage ... jugglers ... sorcerers ...
witches ... cheaters ... mountebanks": 1.2.95-100) but in his "quest...to find a mother and a
brother". (39-40) As a Syracusan in Ephesus, Antipholus is the stranger as trader "or the trader
as stranger". (Simmel 403) Eventually and ironically it is Antipholus of Ephesus who, in
Ephesus, is branded as "possess'd" by Pinch, a "schoolmaster" who is himself described rather
in terms that recall Harrison's "roges" or "Egyptians".

Antipholus of Ephesus calls Pinch "A threadbare juggler, and a fortune-teller" and "a
conjurer". (5.1.239, 242) Dromio of Syracuse's description is more demoniacal. (4.2.32-40)
Jacques, who will "rail against all the flrstbom of Egypt" if he cannot sleep {As You Like It
2.5.56-57) is certainly a restless character, and claims to derive his melancholy from his
experience of travel: Rosalind identifies him as "A traveller!" with "rich eyes and poor hands",
who will "lisp, and wear strange suits; disable all the beneflts of [his] own country; be out of
love with [his] nativity ..." (4.1.20-32) She thus brands Jacques as one who has retumed from
travel abroad, disillusioned with the country of his birth: "One who travels abroad; one who
joumeys or has joumeyed through foreign countries or strange places." {OED 2) Like other
characters in the play, Jacques is, at least metaphorically, "travelling ... on a joumey ... a
wayfarer". {OED 1) The OED gives "tramp" as a special sense of "traveller" from 1763, but the
identiñcation of gypsies as "the travelling people" seems to come later. In All's Well Lafeu calls
Parolles "a vagabond, and no tme traveller" (2.3.253), while Nashe in The Unfortunate Traveller
wrote that "The ñrst traveller was Cayn, and hee was called a vagabond runnagate on the face of
the earth" (Nashe 283).

There is in Shakespeare's plays a whole vocabulary from which the suggestions of such
strangers are never far away: charm, cheat, conjurer, craft, filch, fortune-teller, juggler, night-
walker, night-wanderer, pedlar, pinch, prig, tinker, traveller, vagabond, wanderer, witchcraft...
In this matrix we have a context of understanding for such characters as "the fat woman of
Brainford" in The Merry Wives of Windsor, whom Ford calls "A witch, a quean, an old cozening
quean"(4.2.151), who professes fortune-telling: "She works by charms, by spells, by th' figure,
and such daubing as this is, beyond our element". (153-55) Or the Witches in Macbeth who
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address Macbeth in terms above his present station and tell his fortune but whom he eventually
calls "juggling fiends". (5.8.19)

Autolycus, a native of Bohemia, in The Winter's Tale, who sings of himself "when I wander
here and there, I then do most go right" (4.3.17-18), is a clear roguish instance. His account of
himself to the Clown (4.3.89-95) recalls Dromio of Syracuse's account of Pinch. (4.3.32-40)
Feste in Twelfth Night may be a similar figure, although, as a professional entertainer not called
to pick-pocketing: he fulfils many of the conditions of Simmel's stranger: objectivity, the
privilege of intimacy, freedom. At the end of Peter Hall's film version Feste leaves Olivia's
estate to wander. Christopher Sly puts us in touch with an altemative social world: he is "by
birth a pedlar, by education a cardmaker, by transmutation a bear-herd, and now by present
profession a tinker..." {The Taming of the Shrew Induction, 2.17-19), but he is easily
transformed by the Players: "Upon my life, I am a lord indeed. And not a tinker, nor Christopher
Sly". (70-71)

"Bohemia" is one particular term which though not explicitly associated with gypsies in
English texts of Shakespeare's time, seems at one point in his work to carry such resonances.
The OED gives 1696 as the first instance of the sense of gypsy for Bohemian in English:
''Bohemians, the same with Gypsies, Vagabonds, that strowl about the Country", but this applied
sense is taken from the French,, in which bohème, bohémien, have referred to the gipsies since
their first appearance in the 15* century, because they were thought to come from Bohemia, or
perhaps actuaUy entered the West through that countiy. {OED, "Bohemian"), which would
represent the northem route of the gypsies' westward diaspora, as against the southem route,
through Egypt. Bamardine is "A Bohemian bom" but raised in Vienna and "a prisoner nine
years old": he outfaces death and the Duke's officers in his dmnkenness and is eventually
pardoned. {Measure for Measure 4.2, 4.3, 5.1) In The Winter's Tale Leontes casts his childhood
friend Polixenes, King of Bohemia, in the role of gypsy-seducer of his wife, Hermione.
Polixenes, "Bohemia ... wears her like a medal, hanging About his neck" (1.1.307-8) so that
Leontes feels "a pinch'd thing; yea, a very trick For them to play at will". (2.1.51-2) (Ragozine,
who, as his name suggests, is linked with Ragusa, would be another Mediterranean, or Adriatic,
connection.) "Heathen" can also carry suggestions of the gypsy. In the Low Countries and some
bordering German states gypsies were pursued in "heidenjachten" during the seventeenth and
early eighteenth centuries. OFonseca 229; Fraser 147-48) In Dutch "heiden" is a term for gypsies.

IV

The argument here cannot be that Shakespeare's works reveal an intimate knowledge of (or
interest in) the gypsies of his era. "Gypsy Hill Farm", for example, is marked on the map about
750 metres north-west of "Mary Arden's Cottage" (Ordnance Survey), but it may not have bome
that name in Shakespeare's lifetime.̂ " Apart, perhaps, from the (Catholic?) itinerant player's
natural sympathy with gypsies, the point is rather that his plays' imaginative scope and candour
respond with great precision to the social and psychological pressure of early modem Europe.
The rise of capitalism, the early stirrings of the nation state and the first seeds of colonialism
gave rise to new strangers and new estrangements. The gypsies were and have remained a
mundane reminder of the common destiny and the persistent isolation of humanity.

It is a commonplace among nomad-watchers that sedentary people have a fear of travellers
not because they are strangers; we fear them because they art familiar; supposedly they
remind us of who we really are. What Herbert Spencer called our "restlessness inherited
from ancestral nomads".

(Fonseca 234)

The sedentary remember their own nomady and re-act projectively, and it may be that such
sedentaries have been quite recently nomads themselves. Yet Carlo Levi suggests that in Italy,
for example, there is an original sedentary people "outside the framework of time ... like the
earth" (138) who pre-date and ignore the parvenu shining populations since the arrival from
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Troy of Aeneas and from elsewhere of his successors. Of these two contradictory human
energies, nomadic and sedentary, intense commitment to one sets up polar opposition to the
other.

Between 1933 and 1945 up to half a million "Romani" were genocidally murdered by the
Nazi regime. The persecution, although thankfriUy not on that scale, and the estrangement of
Gypsies, and other willing or unwilling wanderers, persist well into our own time, as news
reports, movies and books continue to attest. This is a phenomenon of the globalised world of
late capitalism that can be no more than acknowledged here. In 1999, the Sydney Morning
Herald reported that a Hungarian gypsy family, fleeing persecution in Hungary, had been
refiised refugee status in Australia. (Marsh 15) The next year the Austt-alian acting minister of
immigration, commenting on the arrival of 20 asylum seekers in Caims, claimed proudly that
"The Australian public will always spot a stranger". (ABC n.p.) 2008 was a sad year of
xenophobic violence in South Afhca. Recently raids on and round-ups and deportations of
France's 15,000 Romanian and Bulgarian "Roms" (as distinct from the country's 350,000
gypsies, "tziganes"), although in some reports compared to the action of the Gestapo, were said
to have been popular. {The Australian)

The term "gypsies" seems to have gained a currency beyond even the extensive area in
which the people have settled or continue to wander. In 19* century South Afiica, the Khoi (as
"Hottentots)", a nomadic people displaced into vagrancy by the colonial state, were compared to
gypsies. (See, for example, Burchell, I, 356.) In 20"' century Namibia, there was strife between
the majority Ovambo, the mainstay of the mling SWAPO party, and the San (Bushmen), who
were hunter-gatherers within living memory but had been seeking to settle on what used to be
their hunting lands. Bushmen had in the past been clients, or even slaves of Bantu-speaking
tribes. In 1999 the Kxoe clan were reported as clashing over land-title with Chief Erwin
Mbambo, of the Mbukushu tribe. The chief was quoted as describing the BCxoe as "mere
'gypsies'", who "as they live in his kingdom...must submit to his rule". (O'Loughlin) The status
of "Gypsy" in this sense is again a historical and contingent matter. In some respects the
"Mfengu" (Fingo), refrigees fleeing from Zululand and elsewhere into the Eastem Cape in the
nineteenth century, were treated in this way. Some Xhosa are reputed to have referred to the
Mfengu as "dogs", otherwise described as "fugitives... wanderers.. .destitute people in search of
service". {DSAE, "Fingo") And their name derives from the Xhosa word "siyamfenguze". (We
seek work.)

In Timon of Athens Shakespeare has his only two parts for "Strangers", who show
characteristic objectivity in their observation that LucuUus denies the fallen Timon "what
charitable men afford to beggars". (3.2.79) Yet Horatio's wonder at the Ghost, "O day and night,
but this is wondrous strange!" elicits from Hamlet a profound and ambiguous response: "And
therefore as a stranger [both because it is a stranger and because you are a stranger] give it
welcome." (2.1.164-5) The Prince goes on to say that he may soon make himself "strange".
(170) We acknowledge the strangeness in each other. So Shakespeare helps us to see in the
stranger the paradoxical combination of distance and familiarity and thus to "give it welcome".

NOTES

1. Thanks to the SiSA readers and to Chris Thurman.

2.1 use the spellings "gypsy, gypsies" but spelling varies in the quoted sources. (See O.E.D.)

3. Woodbridge, ch. 6, "Lear, the Homeless King": 205-37
4.1 conceive of the story-teller as a type (perhaps an archetype): this emphasis is different from that of

Barbara Hardy in Shakespeare's Storytellers.
5. Fraser, 112-13: my sketch of the early history of gypsies in Scotland and England is derived from

Clébert, Davies, Espluga, Fonseca, Fraser, Kenrick and Liégeois.

6. The Beadle calls Hostess "she knight-errant". {Henry F2.3.9-10)
7. '"When someone goes on a trip, he has something to tell about,' goes the old German saying, and

people imagine the storyteller as someone who has come from afar. But they enjoy no less listening to the
man who has stayed at home, making an honest living, and who knows the local tales and traditions".
(Benjamin, 84)
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8. Falstaff and the "irregular humourists" of 7 and 2 Henry /K recall such soldiers.

9. Dekker, 243

10. Woodbridge, 241. Much of the rogue literature indulged in "glamorization of an urban
underworld" which "complemented pastorals' idealization of rural poverty ... both obliquely expressed
dissatisfaction with the settled respectability so relentlessly trumpeted as the norm", (ibid. 244)

11. The Gypsy identity remains the privilege of the aristocrats since the action of the masque cuts off
the clowns' opportunity to join the "order". In effect, the gypsy-aristocrats appear in mummery for the
king and in camival for the clowns.

12. This may share energy with the age's grudging romanticisation of those who had chosen vagrancy
in the face of a creeping state. One of the SiSA assessors observed that "a comparable notion informs...
Arnold's 'The Scholar Gipsy' - as against George Borrow's Lavengro and The Romany Rye, which
identify sympathetically with the gypsy nomad".

13. In The Gypsies Metamorphos 'd Jonson seems, perhaps mockingly, to echo this, when one of the
clowns' wenches, Meg, acknowledges that she has been robbed by the gypsies of "a row of white pins
that prick me to the very heart, the loss of 'em". (858-59)

14. See Adelman: "Appendix C: Cleopatra's Blackness": 184-88: and De Sousa.

15. Recovering from his encounter with the lion, Orlando sends his brother Oliver to Rosalind: "He
sent me hither, stranger as I am. To tell this story ..." {As You Like It A 3.152-1,) Oliver is a stranger to the
women, and to Arden, and hence with a degree of "objectivity". (Simmel, 401) He is also a stranger to
himself: '"Twas I. But 'tis not I." (135)

16. "Death is the sanction of everything the storyteller can tell. He has borrowed his authority from
death." (Benjamin, 94)

17. The handkerchief is "dyed in mummy, which the skilful Conserved of maidens' hearts".
(3.4.76.77)

18. In 1.2 Prospero's story puts Miranda to sleep. In 5.1 he promises his guests that "the story of my
life" will waste only part of the night (301-06): he will not keep them up too late.

19. "Those who become homeless are strangers to themselves". (Woodbridge 227)

20.1 have not rigorously searched municipal and other records for evidence of the possibility of
Shakespeare's direct acquaintance with gypsies. In Runaway Will, a story for young readers, Linda C.
Fisher imagines Shakespeare's "lost years" as spent with a band of gypsies.

21. See Wilson on Shakespearean hospitality.
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